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About InterClimate Network

Climate Catalysts 2022-24

• Climate Awareness: Model UN climate conferences
• Climate Advocacy: Local & national decision-makers

• Climate Action: Toolkit including student-led survey 
and support to use insights to achieve change

All Party Parliamentary Group
Secretariat of APPG on Youth Action Against Climate 

Change

Partnership work

Local councils, NGOs, international partners 
(Erasmus+), researchagencies & universities.

Mission to inspire young people to become leaders and advocates for climate action



Awareness

Thinking critically about 
the Climate Crisis
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Climate Action Guide
Thinking critically. Collaborating sustainably. Acting Justly

The aim of this Climate Action Guide is to explore how we 

as educationalists help young people think critically about 
and respond positively to what is now widely understood to 
be an existential issue for humanity: the Climate Crisis.

The climate crisis raises challenging 

questions both in how we understand the 

issues ourselves and how we help young 

people to critically engage with such 

complexity.

International Climate Action Network (I-CAN) www.icanproject.eu

http://www.icanproject.eu


Conceptualising climate change
Students thinking critically in relation to our response to COVID

“We, as humans, are very bad at conceptualising 

abstract issues such as ‘climate change’. Though 

changes to the environment have been happening all 

around us, in western countries it’s easy to overlook and 

explain away the effects.

We have forgotten how to pay attention to the natural 

world, and in that, we have lost touch with it. People 

feel helpless to make significant changes on their own, 

and so they choose, consciously or unconsciously, to 

ignore how their actions can contribute.

Climate change, though it requires a similar reckoning [to the COVID pandemic], has 

not been able to force people to figure out what’s most important and what they're 

willing to give up.”
Bristol secondary school student, ICN Climate Action Survey Pilot, 2020





Advocacy

Giving voice to 
fears, frustration and 
questions
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Spheres of change
Achieving rapid and far-reaching transfer to low carbon

Practical

• Cities setting ambitious targets

• Making good choices easier

• Companies join Race to Zero

Political

• Changing the law

• Declaring Climate Emergency

Personal

• Daily choices each of us makes

• Financial risks causing us to alter course

After International Panel on Climate Change (2014) Synthesis Report Summary for Policymakers, p.27 [online]



Acting on Intergenerational Justice

Imposing risks and balancing rights

Writing for UNICEF-IRC, Schuppert (2012) from University of 
Zurich's Centre for Ethics, says there are pressing issues raised 
by intergenerational justice and climate change:

• Which risks are those living now to impose 

on future generations?

• How to balance the rights & claims of those 

alive today against those of future 

generations?

Well-being and Future Generations (Wales) Act (2015)
Welsh Government first in world to introduce this Act. The Future Generations Commissioner is 
charged with overseeing how well public bodies are meeting seven well-being goals, and how the Act 
impacts decisions from major road developments to local planning.



Future generations
Youth led litigation against governmentsand corporations

A new case has been brought in the UK involving a 

youth climate activist, Mikaela Loach to ensure that the 

facts about the Government’s continuing support of 

fossil fuel companies are brought to the public

(Paid to Pollute, 2021).

Following intense and devastating wildfires, six young people from Portugal

filed the first climate change case at the European Court of Human Rights in 

Strasbourg in September 2020 demanding 33 countries take urgent action 

(Youth for Climate Justice, 2021).

In Columbia, 26 young people successfully brought, Future Generations v. 

Ministry of the Environment and Others to enforce fundamental rights to a healthy 

environment, under threat by climate change and deforestation.



Questioning decision-makers
Young people's questions to local politiciansand active organisations

Isleworth & Syon: As students who consistently 

experience low-flying airliners over our school, 

can we ask whether there has been a guarantee 

on not building Heathrow Runway 3.

Lampton School: Would the 3rd runway be 

ethical rather than destroying all the agriculture 

as well as residential zones?

Pate's Grammar School: Is the [Council] investment strategy big enough?

Bulmershe School: What are you doing individually to limit your carbon footprint?

Stories - InterClimate Network

https://interclimate.org/stories/


Action

Influencing change in 
school
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Climate Action Toolkit
Harnessing insights to drive positive youth climate action 

A programme working with secondary 

schools to motivate behaviour change and 
inform climate action across the whole 
school community, involving:

• Online Survey* completed across school
gives an understanding of students' views/ 

knowledge about climate change, what 
students are doing to take climate action, and 
what would motivate/enable them to do more.

• Students' use of survey insightswith ICN 

support to identify what needs to change in 
their school to encourage further climate 
action, and then make decisions about how 
best to achieve behaviour change.

Insights from 2021 (3,800 students)

ICN-Youth-Climate-Action-Research-Report-2021.pdf 
(interclimate.org)

1. Young people are not a homogeneous group and 

shouldn't be treated as such.*

2. Young people are concerned now, and for their 

futures, but require and want a broader 

understanding of achievable action such as 

good sustainable purchasing.

3. They would like this to take place in schools.

4. Young people feel that, as they are the ones who 

are going to have to live with the reality of climate 

change, their views should have more of an 

influence.

5. Young people clearly saw government and 

businesses as having the power to change the 

course of climate change for the better, yet there 

are strong perceptions of inadequate action.

*Survey developed with students and in partnership with specialist research agencies & sociology students at Univ of Glocs.

https://interclimate.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ICN-Youth-Climate-Action-Research-Report-2021.pdf










Take aways

Two actions to think 
about
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Action: Spheres of change
Achieving rapid and far-reaching transfer to low carbon

Practical

• Cities setting ambitious targets

• Making good choices easier

• Companies join Race to Zero

Political

• Changing the law

• Declaring Climate Emergency

Personal

• Daily choices each of us makes

• Financial risks causing us to alter course

After International Panel on Climate Change (2014) Synthesis Report Summary for Policymakers, p.27 [online]



Action: Climate Action Survey 2022
Offer of free survey to 20 secondary schools across UK



Contact: michila.critchley@interclimate.org


